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Bienvenue!

 

Bonjour and welcome to yet another edition of my monthly newsletters as District

Secretary. Now, I am fully aware of that school is back in session after what

seems like such a short summer. And with school back, alot more may be going

on, not to mention the unfortunate devastation our region is experiencing this

hurricane season. So, bringing you this newsletter with some Secretary's Secrets

on the keys to destressing and a reminder, and hopefully inspiration, to keep

fighting the good fight to be the best Key Clubbers we can be. Sooo, without

further ado, let's jump right in.
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Caring: The Key Club Way

 
As members of Key Club International, I am 100% sure that everyone is familiar with our motto:

 

"Caring; Our way of life"

 

     From this statement, we gather that being a key clubber and practising the Key Club values starts with caring. 

Caring is a word that I can remember hearing from the time I was little. We grow up being taught that caring and 

being considerate should be a part of our practices as useful citizens of our society. But, I believe that emphasis 

needs to be placed on the fact that caring isn't just thinking about what others may need; its also actively 

helping them to achieve it because you want them to be successful in life just as much as you want for yourself. 

Therefore, caring includes going out of your way to provide assistance to those in need. And so it is this idea of 

caring that we need to remember throughout our daily lives and especially when providing service to other people 

and organizations as Key Club members.

     Acts of caring can vary greatly in what they require you to do and the sacrifice you'll have to make; you can 

show that you care by simply leaving a note for a disheartened classmate or you can show your kindness in 

forgoing an event or opting not to buy a new outfit in order to donate that money to someone in need. More 

specifically, right now, there are numerous people in Caribbean Islands, such as Dominica, that have lost a lot and 

are in need of your help after being impacted by hurricanes within the last few weeks. Times and situations like 

these are when those who truly care shine the brightest, as they make their greatest effort to do their part in 

making others' lives better. So let's do our part as Key Clubbers and make sure that all can see that caring truly is 

our way of life. 
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Secretary's Secrets
     

     We all know that being in school and keeping up with your academic studies can be quite demanding. Then on 

top of that, being in extra-curricular activities can take away from the time we have to study, making our 

workload a little harder to handle. And now, the icing on the cake is that, not only are you a part of a club, but you 

also have a leadership position as secretaries within the organization, which requires even more time and adds to 

your responsibilities. Honestly, just typing up all the things that you can worry about is giving me a headache right 

now! So, if you're like me, you probably need to sit down, take a small break (before getting back to work of 

course), and do at least one of these activities to de-stress.

 

1) Go on a walk- This is probably one of my favourite ways to de-stress. Taking a 5-10 min walk, especially during 

the early morning or evening when the sun is just starting to rise/set is a great way to stop and clear your head 

when work seems to be a bit overwhelming. The action of moving and the natural, outdoor scenery both help in 

making you feel less stressed.

 

2) Visualize/Daydream- As much as I love walking, daydreaming takes the cake when it comes to de-stressing for 

me. All you have to do is take a minute and find a quiet corner to think about anything that can make you feel 

more at ease, whether it's the beach or a future vacation. All it takes is your imagination and with a few minutes 

of daydreaming, you can feel more relaxed and even motivated to make those dreams come true.

 

3) Turn off your phone- Now, as much as we all love to spend hours "chilling" on our phones, studies have shown 

that cell phones can actually cause stress, rather than help alleviate it. So, next time your feeling stressed, reach 

for a snack or read a book instead.
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And so these are some ways I personally think anyone can use to de-stress. You can these tips and more on 

Huffington Post in an article titled "20 Scientifically Backed Ways To De-Stress Right Now"

 

Courtney's Corny Corner
 

Ques: What kind of tea is hard to swallow?

Ans: REALITY!

 

 

Reminders:
 

● September is almost over, meaning that it's closer to Christmas, and so fundraising for the Governor's 

Project, "The Wishlist" needs to be started A.S.A.P if you club has agreed to participate. If you have any 

questions, feel free to ask Governor Chantal Corbin or any member of the CAD Board.

 

● To those secretaries who attended the Officer Training Conference for Divisions 2 & 3, please do not forget 

to do your homework. To all others, please message me on WhatsApp at +1 (246) 829-8920 before 

September 30th, 2017. Thank you.
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Au revoir!
 

Well, if you're here then you've reached the end of yet another monthly newsletter. I look forward to sharing more 

information with you next month but until then, stay focused and don't let anything deter you on your path to 

excellence.

 

"The most important things in the world have been accomplished by people who 

have kept on trying when there seemed to be no hope at all" 

- Dale Carnegie

 

Yours In Service,

Courtney Nurse

District Secretary

Caribbean-Atlantic District

Cell: +1 (246) 829-8920

Email: courtneyncad@gmail.com


